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Kacelia's Disrupting Ordinary In Denver 

 

Denver, CO - April 4, 2017 - Endorsed on The Dr's and showcased on multiple major market TV 

stations the Tru-Align Body System
TM

 by Kacelia is making its Denver debut. Co-Creators Dr. 

Evelyn Zueklke-Haworth and her husband Kelley Haworth along with Disrupting Ordinary's 

Laurie and Scott Mitchell are showcasing the only at home self-treatment system proven to 

relieve chronic pain, improve posture, flexibility and alignment in just 20 minutes a day. This 

highly engineered alignment system uses gravity to gently and gradually stretch and re-align the 

body back to a more youthful and biomechanically correct form. The Tru-Align Body System
TM

 

showcase is on Saturday April 14 and 15 at Baseline Chiropractic 489 US 287 #190 Lafayette, 

CO 80026, noon till 6 pm and 10 am to 3 pm respectively. 

 

For the past 32 years, renown Chicago chiropractor, Dr. Zuehlke-Haworth has worked as a 

highly recognized, hands on chiropractor, and is now excited to offer a holistic option for 

treating their pain at home. Each product is engineered under the supervision of healthcare 

professionals and composed of quality medical grade materials assembled in the USA.   

 

Colorado's own Laurie and Scott Mitchell have been disrupting ordinary and living life on their 

own terms for the last three years while travelling the US in a motor home. They are excited to 

be partnering with Kacelia and share this carefully crafted proven method of  alleviating back 

pain and poor posture.   

 

Laurie and Scott Mitchell, Health Coaches, practice privately all over the country, coaching 

clients on how to reach their goals for health & wellness, weight loss, and stress reduction. They 

present workshops and seminars on living a healthy, balanced life. Contact them directly for 

more workshop topics and learn how they can provide workshops for your corporation or clients. 
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